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In this E-Programme I will share some ‘need to know’ info about each principle, my personal
experience of it and what you can do to get the most from it.
Enjoy!

YvonneB

Why bother? Let’s face it, we are in a global epidemic
of unhealthy living that just seems to be getting worse.
We have obesity in children and adults, increased
diabetes 2 and the kind of depressing news on what is
wrong with our health and our health system that makes
you wonder what’s the point of caring. I mean, if we are
fighting the supermarkets with their aisles of temptations
and the food industry that seems to shout ‘cut down on
sugar’ whilst okaying high sugar content food onto the
shelves, who are we to fight back?

I’ll tell you! We are mothers, daughters, sisters, aunts and
friends to some of those people suffering from lack of
‘caring’. If we don’t stand up for our health and that of
those we love who will? Government? I don’t think so.
Some facts we all need to take into consideration…

1.

New England Journal of Medicine 2. Think Red 3. Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 4. Diabetes
UK 5. CDC Vitalsigns 6. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

Read more:
•

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2887249/The-second-fattest-country-Europe-NHS-chief
declares-war-waistlines-s-revealed-Britain-Hungary-league-table.html#ixzz3OBLKbb1Y

•

http://www.diabetes.org.uk/Documents/About%20Us/Statistics/Diabetes-key-stats-guidelinesApril2014.pdf

You have to make a conscious investment in your HEALTH, You have to consciously promote your Well-being and
build a healthy body.
You see, when you make a conscious effort to invest in your health, not only will you notice a significant increase in
your productivity levels, you will also see your self-worth and confidence levels skyrocket and you’ll have a lot more
energy to help others along the way.
I learnt the importance of putting my health first at the age of 19, when I
discovered fitness was a passion of mine. I loved everything about the fitness
industry – the environment, the people it attracted, the physical aspects of it.
After motherhood and as soon as I resumed my professional career, I became
a fitness instructor, personal trainer and fitness trainer assessor for a range of
corporate & privately owned health clubs.
I went on to compete as a Fitness Figure competitor at 30 years of age.
Getting on stage and being in the spotlight with those tiny bikinis took some
getting used to but I managed to portray enough confidence to win my first
three competitions, ending up in third place at the Miss Great Britain and
qualifying for Miss Universe two years in a row.

That I could unlock my potential by challenging myself to do things I feared the most (I had nightmares
for weeks before wearing one of those teensy-weensy bikinis!)

That my health is key!

That it pays to be fearless and to be bold, to
get on stage and be in the spotlight.

How to take criticism positively and learn from it in order to grow & blossom…
Without my health, I would not be in a position to take care of others and my business. Now, having become a
personal and business development leader, success life coach, motivator and facilitator by choice, I devote all my
energies to develop a healthier me, a healthier business and a healthier community and network.

Your health is in your hands. I’m a great
believer in having a bit of everything as
it is unlikely to do you any harm but start
learning about the foods that can really
help you get stronger, healthier and
more energized! Check out the FREE Top
10 Superfoods booklet on our Let’s Get
Together website page.

I appreciate exercise is not everyone’s
favourite thing to do (as it is mine!) but a
little bit of effort every day goes a long
way. No longer are the health experts
saying you have to working out for long
periods of time to get benefits, even 20
minutes per day will make a difference.
Actually just changing some old habits,
like driving the car to the local shops
when you could walk or taking the stairs
instead of the lift, can help. The key is to
get moving, get active and find
something that works for you… Anyone
for Zumba?!

As much as being active is important so
is resting. Your body does a lot of
repairing and growth work when it is in
the resting phase so give it the
opportunity to rest! The best time for this
is bedtime of course and here’s the
thing; if you eat well and are active, you
are far more likely to have a good
night’s sleep.
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I’m not convinced that FEAR ever goes away and as human beings we really don’t want it to. Fear
serves us well when we are in threatening situations – our fight or flight mode kicks in – the nuisance part
of it is when it shows up and holds you hostage in situations where you are not under attack and unlikely
to be. This kind of fear is known as:

False – a not true scenario
Expectations – that we think is happening or going to
Appearing – and we see it so vividly and in such detail
Real – it looks like it is occurring

Given the opportunity fear will cripple you into doing nothing. It will keep you locked tight in your comfort
zone and stop your growth. Imagine that; the rest of your life with no growth. Does that appeal to you?

Getting over, round or past fear takes desire, a
willingness to change and small steps/challenges
to break old ways of thinking. You are the master
of your mind but you need to get to know it first!

I WORKED ON MY HEALTH AND YES, I FELT THE BENEFITS BUT…
My mind would swing from positive to negative, caught between believing I could do what I wanted but seeing a set
a circumstances that told me something quite different (my bank account wasn’t looking healthy, there were
constant streams of bills to be paid, my son to look after minus a partner).
My favourite word was; panic. Fear would build up and overwhelm me to the point that I couldn’t think clearly any
more. I’d cling to fear as if it was my only comfort.
Sound familiar? Any alarm bells here? Possibly for some, likely for others; I’m so with you…
Working on my mind took time and a crazy desire to truly want to see my world operating at its best. I did a lot of
reading, reflecting, walking, writing and talking to others who seemed to be in a really positive place. I fed myself
highest thoughts daily until they became my thoughts naturally.

I HAVE NEVER STOPPED FEELING FEAR BUT I DO EVERYTHING FEARLESSLY!

A POSITIVE MIND-SET

SELF-CONFIDENCE

A GROWTH MENTALITY

AN ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE

– Instead of focusing on the negative thoughts
in your mind and trying to stop them (time
consuming to say the least) pull together a list
of positive words and phrases that resonate
with you and when you find yourself going
down Negative Lane, take a U-turn onto
Positive Avenue with your key words. Do this
daily – yes, every single day – until your brain
starts seeing your positive thoughts more
frequently than the negative ones. Over time
you will just have less negative thoughts. Trust
me on this one! Practice really does make
perfect

When things are getting you down (bills,
money, people, the kids) have someone who
you know you can talk to. Being able to
express how you are feeling and why without
any expectations on the other person to fix it,
releases the tension and once you speak
things out, it reduces their hold over you and
gives you an opportunity to focus on a
solution. Money problems? Write down your
budget. Think about who you need to call –
the companies, a friend who could help? Kids
acting up? Speak with them – what is it they
want or feel they are lacking? They play up for
a reason. And if you have no joy talking with
them speak to a trusted friend or find out if
there are any local groups that help with
these types of challenges. Take control.

– Become solution focused. Every problem on
the planet has a solution. So instead of
beating yourself up and asking ‘why me’ or ‘I
don’t know what to do’ ask more useful
questions like ‘what can I do’, ‘who else might
be going through this’, ‘where can I get help’;
far more empowering and much more likely
to take you to the place you need to get to.
You’ll be amazed at how creative you can
get when you allow your mind to think
differently – it’s crazy brilliant!
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IN ORDER TO CREATE FREEDOM YOU HAVE TO FIRST IDENTIFY WHAT FREEDOM MEANS TO YOU.
What does it look like? How does it feel? When you imagine creating freedom
where are you and who is with you? What are you doing? How do you feel?
It is a very imagery driven process but if you like the written word (as I do) you
can even write it out; it is your life story into the future, no boundaries just pure
imagination and ‘freedom’ to create.
This is such an important principle because it is the one that gives you
permission to dream your best dream, to honestly define what you want without
fear of judgment, pressure or other people’s dreams interfering.
Let’s be honest, how often do you really get to write about what you want
much less do the things to make them a reality?
NOW is the time. No excuses. No holding back.

Freedom is the state of not being imprisoned or enslaved or of being unconstrained. This is what we strive for as we
look to reshape or rebuild our lives; something that removes the barriers put in place by previous experiences and
people in our network.

I addressed my health and life was already feeling better. By the time my mind got clearer (more than it had been in years) and I could
easily manage it when it faltered from time to time I knew I was ready for more.
Time to admit I was ready to take bigger steps, maybe even a leap of faith…
Using my natural approach, optimism and years of experience, I focused on finding ways to unlock my true potential, developing the
confidence to transform my thinking and create the life freedom I desired.
During this period of self discovery I spent time getting down to the nitty gritty of what was truly important to me, what difference I
wanted to make in my life and the world at large. I started to seek out possibilities that were surrounding me, pin down my passions and
pull this all together to create a business that resonated with me, filled me with joy in delivering it and that would make a difference
long after I left the planet. Any tools I could put my hands on to get the clarity I sought, I used!
I wanted financial freedom, time freedom and oodles of happiness And I realised to get what I wanted I would have to allow myself to
be in a childlike state of creativity, where anything was possible and nothing was off limits until I decided to let it go.
After going through this process (not necessarily in the best order but I got there in the end!) my outlook and experience of life
changed forever. I’m still on my journey (and will be until I’m not here anymore) and loving the learning; it is completely inspiring,
empowering and joyful (and I will never rely on a J.O.B. title again!)

One technique you can use to help open
up your mind to all the possibilities is to
create a vision board. Vision boards are
really powerful tools that are a visual
representation of what you want in your
life. You can create one for your life as a
whole or for specific areas of your life
such as work, money, relationships. They
contain images and words of those things
you wish to bring into your life, usually
images that resonate with you and are
emotive (make you feel good, warm,
excited, focused, etc). When you have
completed the board you can hang it
somewhere, where you can reflect on it,
glimpse it frequently without necessarily
spending vast amounts of time with it. It
works on a variety of levels from inspiring
you into action to heightening your
awareness of opportunities around you
that bring one or more of the desired
things on your board towards you.

Identify your talents! What are
you good at naturally and enjoy
doing? If I asked one of your
closest friends what your talents
are what would they say? Great
cook, fantastic artist, brilliant at
developing strategies…
Somewhere in the midst of your
natural talents are threads to pull
together to create something
you truly want to do, can learn to
do and that will bring more joy
into your life (whether it becomes
a business opportunity or part of
a job role).

Setting goals, writing them down
and committing to the process is
all part of making your dreams
come true. Too often people
have the dream but fail to write it
down and soon enough it
becomes a lost thought in the
long list of ‘must dos’ ‘have to
dos’ of life; when they get the
opportunity to lead the want to
dos become a long distance
memory.

Persistence is Key
Short and sweet; commit, get
started and keep going! Be
flexible for changes sake but
never stop pursuing your dream…
it will arrive ☺
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I HAVE TO START THIS SECTION WITH A QUOTE…

It’s an interesting quote because for most of us we like to think the people in our lives are lovely. And no
doubt that is the case for most. This quote, however, forces us to remove the emotional tie we have to
people and examine the value in the relationship.
Often we have people in our lives who are
draining. They are full of negativity, criticism
and a strong inclination for blaming everyone
else for everything that goes wrong. But they
are ‘good’ friends, always there and always
willing to listen.

To live a truly blissful life you have to ensure your inner circle (family & friends) and wider network are filled
with people who provide positive energy. We are energy and negative energy sucks us dry.
Building your network (social capital) will expose you to more opportunities and more people. Networks
are an integral part of growth… but choose your company wisely.

Being part of a community is all about creating a Healthy Network. My closest family & friends have been
key to my self discovery journey, providing support & encouragement. I surrounded myself with likeminded women and men who could empathise with my life challenges; they themselves had, had
similar experiences and were coming through or had come through the other side providing much
needed inspiration and support.
I spent a lot of time figuring stuff out for myself but I had good people in my life too. Family & friends may
not have always understood what I was doing or why, but they were rooting for me and that gave me
the strength to press on. My takeaway lesson has been the better the network of support the better (and
often quicker) the growth spurts.
Quality networks are groups of people nurturing each other and growing together, particularly on days
when giving up looks like the best option! It’s about pulling all the resources together and achieving
more than a single individual ever can. It’s about making a difference as a committed group.

– Your network can support you on your
journey by acting as accountability
partners. Find one to three people who
you know are super supportive, share
with them the life changes you are
working on/goals and ask them to
check in with you weekly/monthly to
see how you’re doing. Their role isn’t to
kick your butt when you haven’t done
something (unless you give them
permission to do so!) but they can
asking probing questions; what got in
the way? How important is this goal?
And of course they can celebrate your
achievements with you too! It’s a great
way to commit and put your goals out
there. When others know it’s amazing
how much more we get done

– When it comes to creating a
business collaboration is a
fantastic way to get in front of a
wider audience (yours and that
of your collaborator partners),
share costs (any overheads split)
and feel part of a team; working
on your own can sometimes be a
lonely business but it doesn’t
have to be. It’s not just good for
business, collaboration can work
when working on community
projects, your kids school events,
or organising an event. When we
work together we get more
done!

There is little point in being
connected if you never ‘work’
those connections! Sometimes its
good to review who you know
and who they know. What might
you be working on or want to
achieve that someone else can
advise you on or give you
practical help. NEVER be too
embarrassed to ask for help, most
people are delighted to be able
to support others but they are not
mind readers.

Value of
Community
Love your community! Tell them
how much you appreciate them,
thank them often and when they
least expect it do something nice
for them. When you value your
community it will value you
more…
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QUOTE:
‘LIFE IS TOO SHORT TO WORRY ABOUT WHAT OTHERS SAY OR THINK ABOUT YOU. SO HAVE SOME FUN AND
GIVE THEM SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT!’

Reduces stress – Laughter decreases
the levels of stress hormones, cortisol
and epinephrine whilst increasing the
level of health-enhancing hormones.

Improves your inner health – When we
have a good belly laugh, it exercises the
diaphragm, abdomen, respiratory system
and even the shoulders.

01
Relieves pain – Laughter has been
cited as a natural painkiller (study from
Oxford University published in the
Proceedings of the Royal Society). It
found that people who laugh a lot can
withstand nearly 10 percent more pain
compared to those who do not laugh
much.

03

02
04

Fights depression – Laughter reduces
the levels of stress-related hormones
replacing
them
with
feel-good
hormones. In doing so it creates a
positive state of mind and when a
person has a positive attitude toward
life, there is less chance to succumb to
feelings
of
depression
and
hopelessness.

And these are just a small quantity of reasons to have fun and laugh more. Fun is as essential to life as breathing, as
working, as loving. The question is, are you having enough of it?

On my journey to creating the life I desired I often found myself so absorbed with what I was doing I rarely came up for
air. I felt really tuned into developing my ideas, empowered, and confident I was onto something worthwhile.
The problem, though, was I started to invest so much time in my planning and action steps that I didn’t set aside time
for the other things I enjoyed doing.
All the good books talked about an unwavering focus and putting in the time so I felt I had permission from those in
the know to keep going; it’s not a big deal, a short term sacrifice and that I’ll have fun someday but for now, I needed
to focus on my newly discovered self and life direction.
The whole ‘sacrifice this or that for something else’ no longer sits well with me if it means giving up on fun… Life without
it is no life at all. So whether I arrange a monthly lunch with girlfriend’s for a belly laughing session or just some time to
dance around my front room or listen to my music and sing my lungs out, I am committed to letting my hair down and
laughing out loud!

FUN WILL SET YOU FREE (MUCH LIKE THE TRUTH)! ALL
YOU REALLY HAVE TO DO IS:
This is a free for all because we all have our own sense
of fun, what makes us laugh out loud, what makes us
child like and free. The point is whatever fun means to
you… make sure you have it and I mean plenty of it.

1.

Make it a priority – not in terms of how much time you give it but
that you actually give it some time!

2.

Learn something new – sometimes the most fun thing is the thing
you haven’t done yet!

3.

Have a balanced list of fun activities – costing nothing to…skies
the limit! Having fun is not money related.

4.

If you’re going to watch TV (not a recommendation!) - watch a
comedy & laugh out loud, no holding back

5.

Dance like no one’s watching – This has got to be one of my
favourite things to do

6.

Girl’s night in or out – with your favourite tipple close to hand.
Reminisce, sing, be happy…

7.

Kid’s play – depending on the age of your kid’s have fun doing
what they do!

8.

Partner play – well, nuff said!

(for ex. if you love walking in the
countryside, it’s free; how much more of
that can you do to experience that state
of joy/happiness/freedom that it brings?)

Whether you have seen the film Pay It Forward or not (and if you haven’t I highly recommend it – brilliance), there is
something very special about doing something for others. It’s not about being hailed any kind of hero either. Many
people do small good deeds every day with little or no reward however what they do get from it no one can take
away.

Paying it forward, helping others, however you term it, is one of the best ways to live your highest self.
A Harvard study in 2008 by
Professor Michael
Norton
found that those giving
money to others felt more
lifted
and
happy
than
spending
money
on
themselves, even though
most had stated at the
beginning of the study that
they
enjoyed
spending
money on themselves. There
is something beautiful in
seeing someone else light up.
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Giving is linked to good health and social
connection (and that in and of itself promotes
longer life). One of the things we need to realise
is how connected everything is - health; mental
wellbeing, social capital – and how one
strengthens the other.
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Giving also evokes gratitude. Gratitude is all
about counting your blessings, being happy with
who you are and what you have right now even
as you set off to change that. Gratitude boosts
positivity and that inevitably lifts your spirits.
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The end result of all these powerful feelings is the
ripple effect; the more we give the better we
feel and the better the recipient feels. We then
do more to maintain or regain those feelings as
do the recipients, benefiting even more people.
And so it goes on, spreading far and wide.

01
03

Never doubt the power of giving, whether it’s
your time, knowledge, money or love; you grow
stronger and you
touch lives. It doesn’t have to
02
be a big act, just one act of kindness to
another…

04

Philanthropy is not about Public Relations or Tax Deductions.
Philanthropy, as defined by YvonneB’s Seven F Principles, is about paying it forward; about giving back. Paying it
forward It is not about making YOU feel less guilty for enjoying a better socioeconomic position. It’s about using the
tools available to you to impact the lives of others.
It’s about leaving a legacy by building a healthy local, national or international community. I have had the honour of
becoming a business ambassador for Business against Poverty, an organisation that allows business owners to donate
funds to support community projects abroad and in the UK to societies that are vulnerable.
I am also a proud spokesperson for Prowess Connect – a group of business women who lobby Government for more
support of women in/into business to ensure sustainability and growth.
It doesn’t matter what cause you choose to support – whether it’s world poverty, environmental degradation, the
technological gap in developing nations, or endangered species. What really matters here is to develop a sense that
your task in life is not just limited to your own self-benefit but to the benefit of many others in your community – local,
national or international.

Start with gratitude. Make it your
daily mission to give thanks for
something. You might not think you
have enough to be thankful for
everyday but even waking up to a
new day, being able to see the
ones you love, being able to speak
to others are reasons to be
thankful. We have come to take so
much for granted and it’s time to
get back to basics. Grab yourself a
notepad and turn it into a
gratitude journal. Commit to writing
at least 3-5 things you are grateful
for each day –you’ll be amazed
how much you already have in
your life

It is important to b a part of what
it is you wish to see. If you believe
your local community could be
safer, cleaner, more social, then
get involved. There is little point in
paying lip service but doing
nothing. Get together with others
who feel the same and DO
something that will benefit the
wider community. That’s how
change comes alive (not waiting
for Government to do things!)

As you look at the world what do
you feel drawn to do? What can
you offer to make our world more
harmonious, loving, kind,
cohesive? Where could your skills
make a difference? This might be
where your business idea lies (or
in community). Reflect on life and
what touches you deeply.
Uncover where your contribution
can make the biggest difference.

We Can Make A
Difference
Simply a statement of fact. If we
want to see change we must be
part of it. WE have the power to
make a difference as long as we
have the heart to do it…

(for ex. help save the environment,
bring people out of poverty, etc)

Faith is defined as complete trust or confidence in someone or something. Faith is a deep, emotionally involved trust. It
is the kind of trust that you enter into mind, body & soul. Faith is the kind of trust that, when broken, hurts deeply yet it is
the kind of trust that finds a way to trust again despite the hurt. Faith gives us the bounce back power.
Faith is often referred to in religious terms and whilst I do have a spiritual faith I believe the definition above is all
inclusive. Faith is for everyone regardless of any religious/non-religious beliefs.

To build faith we need to acknowledge that on a
conscious and unconscious level we do not know what is
possible for us because as a race we see human potential
evolving on a daily basis. As potential evolves we have to
ask ourselves ‘well if that is possible now what will be
possible in a year from now, ten year from now?’. The
possibilities are therefore endless and so faith is born out of
not knowing with certainty but trusting in the possibilities
based on what already is and what we see developing. I
want to state clearly here that this is my perception of faith.
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BEING ABLE TO DEVELOP CONFIDENCE IN YOURSELF, WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO, THE PEOPLE AROUND
YOU, THE WORLD AT LARGE WILL HELP TO DEVELOP YOUR FAITH (AS DEFINED BY YOU).
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My faith comes from my belief in God,
opportunities and in myself.

in the universal laws, the power of human kindness, life’s

It is this 7th principle that makes all the others possible; it is the platform from which all other things can be
and grow.
For certain faith is personal, you have to find yours and live from it. I do believe from experience that faith
gives you the wings to fly when you think flying is impossible, the courage to leap when there is a big
gaping hole between where you are and where you want to be.
For me, faith allows me to soar to places I didn’t think I could get to and yet I arrived.

There is an power inside of you
that is waiting to be unlocked; all
you need is faith because faith is
the key. Disregard any negative
words sent to make you feel
small, they are only words from
someone who has yet to realise
their own potential. Take time to
be with you whether through
meditation, long walks or just
sitting still. Allow the power to
guide you; this takes stillness.

Have faith in human kindness. This
can be so difficult when you read
the newspaper or turn on the TV
(both activities I avoid) because
those media channels turn up the
volume on all that is bad. But
there are people do amazing
things every day, for others, for
the planet for our survival.
Choose to seek out the stories of
human kindness because they
will act as emotional food, filling
you up with goodness and a
positive view of your fellow man.

Reflect, Meditate
and Be You

There are laws in action around
us all the time and we can
influence them with our thoughts,
words and actions. Focus on
Your authentic self is what makes
being kind, focus on your
you unique. No one else can be
wellbeing and the wellbeing of
you!
others. Strive to be the highest
version of you through daily
practice and self belief that you
are amazing.

(what are the things that bring doubt,

(what can you think/feel/do to ensure

despair into your life)

your faith grows, thus helping you on
your journey to success)

These brief outlines and actions are a starting point, small steps you can begin bringing into your life one
by one, day by day. You might find other principles that matter more to you and that’s cool too! We will
all go on to live out our lives differently regardless of the principles we follow, because of our
personalities, the people we spend time with and what we want to get out of life in the end. That is the
beauty of living life to the full…
But right now, I hope you are thinking about being part of this community of awesome female energy;
01makers, life lovers, fun livers and goal setters…
02
trailblazers in the making, peace

03
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Just drop me a line anytime at info@yvonnebltd.com –
and let’s get cracking on creating the lives we truly desire, together!
And subscribe to the #WomenRockingConfidence Community at:

www.yvonnebltd.com!
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